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Abstract

This dissertation addresses two major areas of deficiency regarding
mode-locked semiconductor lasers.

The first is the tendency for mode

locked external cavity lasers to emit multiple pulse bursts per repetition
cycle. For most applications, the effective system impulse response from
such an output is not to the stimulus of a single pulse, but rather to the long
decay envelope of the multiple trailing pulses. The second issue investigated
forms the greater part of the dissertation, namely that of improving on the
relatively low output powers generated from diode lasers under mode-locked
operation, typically a couple of milliwatts or less.
Multiple pulsing from mode-locked external cavity lasers is caused by
the residual reflections from antireflection coatings used to couple laser
diodes to external cavities. The approach taken in this work to overcome
this problem is to incorporate longer device lengths and employ fast

gain

modulation such that the reflections are delayed sufficiently compared to the
modulation waveform to result in their suppression. The use of diodes

as

long as 1000 �m has resulted in suppression of multiple pulses by a factor of
50, resulting in clean, single pulse output per repetition cycle.
Three main approaches to obtain higher mode-locked output powers
are described in this work.

Arrayed lasers were used to construct high

power mode-locked lasers with high saturation energies due to the large
mode cross section of the arrayed gain region.
Flared multisegment waveguide lasers and amplifiers were also
investigated for generation of high power pulses. By flaring the waveguide to

xi

be wider in the gain segment of the laser, improvements in both pulse
energy and pulsewidth result.

Output powers greater than 2W were

obtained, which is the highest yet achieved with a single stripe laser.
Such a device was used as the injection source for a flared broad-area
amplifier. Using this approach, record average and peak powers and pulse
energies have been achieved, with pulses being generated of energies
exceeding 100 pJ and peak powers of nearly 30W. The high average and peak
powers make this a viable alternative to elaborate b enchtop mode-locked
laser systems, such as dye or solid-state lasers.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1. Short Pulse Generation From Semiconductor Lasers.
Because of their compactness, reliability, efficiency, and relatively low
cost, semiconductor lasers are attractive as sources of short optical pulses.
Such pulsed sources are of interest for use in physics measurements, for
instrumentation systems, and for telecommunications applications.

Other

attractive features of pulsed semiconductor sources include the ability t o
operate at a wide range of repetition rates and the availability of devices over
a wide range of wavelengths.
The two most important and practical techniques of producing short
pulses from semiconductor lasers are gain switching and mode-locking.

Of

these two techniques, gain switching is simpler, involving only current
modulation to the laser.

The pulse duration from a gain switched laser is

inversely proportional to the carrier density injected above threshold [1l, and
it is usually difficult to generate pulses of less than 10 ps duration. This is due
to parasitic capacitance in the laser which degrades the transmission o f
electrical pulses to the active region, and the limit o n maximum current in the
laser before which failure occurs. Because no resonant cavity is involved, gain
switching at varied repetition rates is easily achieved. However, gain switched
pulses have relatively large amplitude noise and timing jitter due to the fact
that the pulses arise from spontaneous emission noise [2J. The pulses from a

1

gain switched laser are usually highly chirped, due to the index changes
induced by the modulation of carrier density.

This phenomenon may b e

exploited t o achieve pulse compression (using gratings o r

fibers, for

example), although this partially negates the advantage of the simplicity of
gain switched lasers.
Mode-locking is a technique for generating short pulses utilizing the
resonant response of the laser cavity. The longitudinal resonance modes of a
Fabry-Perot laser are separated in frequency by the inverse of the cavity
round trip propagation time.

By coupling these modes in phase, a train of

short pulses is obtained. Mode-locked lasers have much less amplitude noise
and timing jitter than gain switched lasers because the mode-locked pulses
are seeded from pulses already circulating in the laser cavity, rather than from
spontaneous emission noise.

In contrast to gain switching, large signal high

speed modulation is not an inherent limitation, and shorter pulses are
generally obtained from mode-locked lasers.

1-2. Focus of this Dlssertation.
This dissertation addresses rwo major areas of deficiency regarding
mode-locked semiconductor lasers.

The first is the tendency for mode

locked external cavity lasers to emit multiple pulse bursts per repetition
cycle.

For most applications, the effective system impulse response from

such an output is not the response to the stimulus of a single pulse, but rather
to the long decay envelope of the multiple trailing pulses.

2

The second

general issue investigated forms the greater part of the dissertation, namely
that of improving on the relatively low power levels generated from diode
lasers under mode-locked operation, typically a couple of milliwatts or less.
Multiple pulsing from mode-locked external cavity lasers is caused b y
the small residual reflections from antireflection coatings used to couple laser
diodes to external cavities, which, when re-amplified in the laser amplifier,
can become comparable in amplitude to the primary pulses. The approach
taken in this work to overcome this problem is to incorporate longer device
cleaved lengths and employ fast gain modulation such that the reflections are
delayed sufficiently compared to the gain modulation waveform to result in
their suppression.

The use of diodes as long as 1000 11m has resulted in

suppression of multiple pulses by a factor of SO , resulting in clean, single
pulse output per repetition cycle.
Three main approaches to obtain higher mode-locked output powers
are described in this work.

Arrayed lasers were used to construct high

power mode-locked lasers, with high saturation energies due to the large
mode cross section of the arrayed gain region.
pulse energy was 2 1.9 p],

The passively mode-locked

with peak powers of

over

3 W.

These

characteristics of mode-locked array lasers indicate a strong potential for use
in applications requiring high output powers.
Flared waveguide lasers and amplifiers were also investigated for
generation of high power pulses. By flaring the waveguide to be wider in the
gain segment of the laser than in the absorber region, improvements in both
pulse energy and pulsewidth are obtained compared

3

to the uniform

waveguide device and the device with the flared absorber.

Output powers

greater than 2W are obtained, which is the highest yet achieved with a single
stripe laser.
Such a device was used as the injection source for a flared broad-area
amplifier in
configuration.

the so-called master oscillator power amplifier

(MOPA)

Because the external power amplification occurs in a single

pass, the amplifier may be operated in a more heavily saturated regime than
in a mode-locked laser, where pulse evolution occurs over many round trips.
This allows independent optimization of the mode-locked laser oscillator
from the power amplification stage.

Using the MOPA approach, record

average and peak powers and pulse energies have been achieved, with pulses
being generated of energies exceeding 100 pJ and peak powers of nearly

30W. The high peak powers available from the mode-locked MOPA make it
an excellent candidate for nonlinear optics applicatiOns, especially with the
further peak power improvements that would be obtained from pulse
compression.

The high average powers also make this a viable alternative to

large benchtop mode-locked laser systems, such as dye or solid-state lasers.

1.3. Mode-Incking Techniques -ActIve and Passive Mode-Jocklng.
Phase locking of the longitudinal modes of a laser may be effected by
introducing a source of modulation in the laser cavity which is driven
periodically at the cavity round trip propagation time,

as

shown in Figure 1.2a.

This is commonly referred to as active mode-locking, as the modulation
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•

signal is applied from an external source.

The modulation causes the

formation of pulses that circulate in the cavity passing through the modulator
on each round trip at the point of maximum transmission or gain. Pulse
shortening occurs on each pass through the modulator, as the peak of the
pulse experiences more net gain than the edges.

This pulse shortening

continues until balanced by some competing pulse broadening process. For
example, the spectral width of the pulses necessarily becomes wider for
shorter pulses, a process which may eventually become limited by the finite
bandwidth of the gain medium.
Passive mode-locking refers to the use of a saturable absorber in the
cavity to accomplish the gain modulation that causes mode-locking, as shown
in Figure 1.2b. A saturable absorber has an optical transmission that is small
at low input intensities, but whose absorption saturates and decreases at
higher intensities. Short pulses of high peak power experience the least loss
in propagation through the absorber, as the peak of a pulse undergoes less
loss than the rising and falling edges. In practice, real saturable absorbers do
not recover sufficiently fast to shape the trailing edge of a pulse, and pulse
shortening occurs through the sharpening only of the rising edge, as shown
in Figure 1.3.
This type of absorber is commonly referred to as a slow saturable
absorber.

For passive mode-locking to take place, however, the absorption

recovery time must be at least as fast as the round trip propagation time in
the laser so that absorption recovery occurs between the passage of pulses.
The pulse shaping mechanisms of active gain modulation and saturable

6

"slow"
saturable
absorber
Figure 1.3. Pulse shaping resulting from passage through a "slow" saturable absorber. The leading
edge of the pulse is steepened by the saturable absorption, but the absorption

recovers too slowly to affect the trailing edge.

absorption may both be applied simultaneously in a mode-locked laser. This
is frequently referred to as hybrid mode-locking, and allows some advantages
over simpler purely active or passive techniques.

1.4. Implementation of Mode-locking With Semiconductor Ulsers
Mode-locking of a semiconductor laser is most simply accomplished
using passive mode-locking.

Saturable absorption at a laser facet may b e

introduced b y ion implantation [4].

This type of absorber may have fast

recovery characteristics due to the reduced carrier recombination time
caused by the implantation.

The stability of this type of absorber is in

question, however, and an alternative method is simply to segment the
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electrical contact to the laser so that a short segment of the laser may b e
reverse-biased [5J.
Multi-segmented diode lasers may be used to implement the functions
of

DC

gain, gain moduldtion, and saturable absorption within a single device.

As shown i n Figure 1 . 4. , this allows for active, passive and hybrid
mode locking of monolithic semiconductor lasers.

The mode-locked

repetition rate,

f

=

c
2nL

1.1.

is determined by the length L of the laser waveguide, where c i s the speed of
light, and n is the group velocity index in the laser. This repetition rate can
therefore be quite high, and mode-locking frequencies as high as 350

GHz

have been demonstrated [6J. Monolithic mode-locked lasers may also b e
useful as compact and efficient sources o f millimeter-wave electrical signals
by using fast photo detectors to detect the optical pulse stream, or perhaps
more simply by using the current from absorber segment of the laser itself.
Monolithic mode-locked lasers using ring structures have been demonstrated
[71, which may be particularly useful for integration with electrical circuits

because they do not require cleaving of the wafer or fabrication of DBR type
structures. Some of the limitations of monolithic mode-locked lasers may b e
overcome by use o f external cavity laser designs.

As

shown in Figure 1.5., this

is done by anti-reflection coating the laser diode on one facet whose output is
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then coupled to an external cavity using bulk optics.

The repetition rate of

such a laser is determined by the length of the external cavity and thus may
be adjusted mechanically.

The earliest demonstrations of mode-locked

semiconductor lasers were done using external cavities [81. so that the
resulting mode-locking frequencies fall within the

range

of

common

microwave sources and instrumentation.

1.5. Advantages and Disadvantages of the Various Mode-Locldng Teclmiques
External Cavity vs. Monolithic
Of the aforementioned techniques for mode-locking diode lasers, the
passively mode-locked monolithic laser is the Simplest, requiring no external
modulation sources or external cavity optics.

The lower bound on the

repetition rate of monolithic devices is set by the cleaved waveguide length,
resulting repetition rates in hundreds of GHz for typical device lengths of a
few hundred microns.

Low repetition rate devices require long waveguides,

which places severe requirements on materials growth and processing
uniformity.
devices of

II

Repetition rates as low as

2 cm

=

length

[9].

2.2 GHz

have been demonstrated from

The external differential quantum efficiency,

(Xmirror
Clmirror + <Xinternal

1.2

is poor because of the relatively high internal loss in such long devices, and it
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may be difficult to obtain very much output power from them. Long devices
also require large amounts of space on a wafer, which makes them more
costly to manufacture.
For these reasons, external cavity dejigns are in common use for
mode-locking semiconductor lasers, and are the subject of much of the
experimental work in this dissertation.

As previously mentioned, the

repetition rate of such a laser is determined by the length of the external
cavity and thus may be adjusted mechanically. They also afford the advantage
of flexibility in constructing lasers incorporating tuning elements, filters,
dispersion compensation elements, etc. It is also easier to obtain high peak
powers and high pulse energies at lower repetition rates, because of the
reSUlting lower duty cycle of the pulses, mitigating issues such as thermal
limits on device operation.

External cavity lasers have the major disadvantage

of requiring the alignment of bulk optics.

Another important problem is

their tendency to generate bursts of multiple pulses per round trip, which is
an issue addressed in Chapter 2 of this dissertation.

Active vs. Passive Mode-Locking
Actively mode-locked lasers are more complex than passively mode
locked lasers in that they require an electrical drive signal to effect gain
modulation.

It has been shown that fast electrical signals are required to

provide sufficient pulse shaping to obtain pulsewidths on the order of one
picosecond [10-121. This necessitates the use of high frequency modulation o r
high-speed impulse generation circuits, a s well a s high-speed laser designs
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with minimal parasitic capacitance, and high-speed packaging.

For these

reasons, it has generally been easier to obtain short pulses with saturable
absorption as the dominant pulse shaping mechanism, as is the case with
passively and hybridly mode-locked.lasers.
For many applications of mode-locked lasers, the pulse to pulse timing
jitter is of critical importance.

Particularly in applications where data is

obtained over many pulses, with the exception of pump-probe

type

configurations, the effective system temporal impulse response is limited b y
the combined effects of pulsewidth and jitter, and there is little advantage to
having pulsewidths that are shorter than the rms timing jitter.
Active mode-locking produces the least pulse-to-pulse timing jitter

[13J.

The jitter in the optical pulses is often very close to that of the electrical

source used to drive the mode-locking, and may be well under 0.5 ps. Passive
mode-locking produces very large amounts of timing jitter, bounded only b y
the measurement interval which sets a lower limit on the frequency range
over which the phase noise is integrated.

This may typically result in

hundreds of ps timing jitter over a one second measurement

[14].

The high

level of timing jitter in passively mode-locked lasers is due to the fact that
there is no driving signal for timing stabilization, which leaves the free
running laser susceptible to noise sources, such as spontaneous emission.
At frequencies greater than about 20 GHz, it becomes difficult to
directly modulate the laser efficiently, so active mode-locking may not be a
practical technique for
frequencies.

pulse timing synchronization at millimeter-wave

However, techniques for phase-locking passively mode-locked
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lasers to lower frequency sources have been demonstrated [15, 16J.

These

techniques involve applying timing correction by varying the DC bias to the
absorber segment of the laser, which can result in stabilization of mode
locking

frequencies well beyond

the

electrical para3itic-limited cutoff

frequency for direct modulation.
For certain applications it is essential to have the optical pulse output
synchronized with external Signals, which is a fundamental characteristic of
actively mode-locked lasers.

However, active gain modulation tends t o

weaken a s a pulse shaping process a s the optical pulses become short
compared to the gain modulation speed.

In passively mode-locked lasers,

pulse shaping in saturable absorbers is more independent of the pulsewidth,
and, as previously mentioned, it is generally therefore easier to generate short
pulses with this technique.
advantages of both

Hybrid mode-locking therefore offers the

the pulse shaping characteristics of using saturable

absorbers and of synchronized pulse output due to active gain modulation.

1.6. Power Output of Mode-Locked Semiconductor Lasers
Typically, semiconductor lasers output much less average power under
mode-locked operation than they do under cw conditions.

This is

fundamentally due to pulse broadening effects in semiconductor amplifiers

[171, particularly when the pulse energies approach the saturation energy,

Esat =

hv A

rdgldn

1.3.
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where A is the active region cross section, hv the photon energy, r the
confinement factor, and dgldn the differential gain.

In passively mode

locked lasers, as one attempts to operate the laser at higher pulse energies,
this pulse broadening overwhelms the 'pulse shaping process in the saturable
absorber, which results in the cessation of mode-locking at pulse energies
approaching E sat'

In actively mode-locked lasers, operation in this regime

results in poor quality pulses, with broad pulsewidths and excess optical
bandwidths. This pulse energy limit is typically about

2 pJ for a single-mode

laser, which, depending on the repetition rate, results in mode-locked
average powers far below the laser's cw power capability. For example, at a
repetition rate of 1 GHz, this results in an internal average power of 2 m W
within in the laser, which may represent less than

1 mW output power after

the losses due to output coupling.
In this dissertation, three approaches for improving the pulse energy
limitation of mode-locked semiconductor lasers are explored.

The first

approach involves the use of arrayed laser structures to increase the active
region cross section A, and thereby increase the pulse energy. Multi-section
devices were fabricated and tested to demonstrate active, passive and hybrid
mode-locking of arrayed devices.

Another approach is to use a flared

waveguide laser, where the active region in the gain segment is widened
beyond the limit for single mode operation. Fundamental mode selectivity in
these devices is provided in other segments that have Single-mode
waveguides. The last approach is that of the MOPA (Master Oscillator Power
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Amplifier) configuration, where the output of a conventional mode-locked
laser is amplified using a flared high-gain single-pass external semiconductor
amplifier.

1.7. Organization of the Dissertation
This introductory chapter has served to introduce some of the topics
to be addressed in the following chapters of this dissertation. There are four
such chapters, and three appendices that discuss technological issues related
to semiconductor laser mode-locking.
Chapter two addresses the problem of multiple pulse formation in
external cavity lasers.

This phenomenon originates from the finite residual

reflection from the antireflection coating that is used to couple the laser
diode to the external cavity. The multiple pulse phenomenon exists even for
very low values of reflectivity from this coating, and it is not a practical
approach to attempt to eliminate multiple pulsing by further reductions in
the coating reflectivity.

It is shown that multiple pulsing may be eliminated

by careful selection of device lengths and cavity geometries, taking into
consideration the dynamics of gain modulation and absorption recovery in
the device being employed.
In Chapter three, arrayed laser structures are used to improve the
pulse energy performance from semiconductor lasers.

Anti-guide array

structure devices are used because of their excellent far-field characteristics,
and it is shown that such devices couple well to external cavities with careful
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optical design, with coupling efficiencies comparable to those obtained using
conventional single-element lasers. Active, passive, and hybrid mode-locking
configurations are demonstrated using multi-segment devices.

Pulse energy

performance is improved, scaling with the number of array elements in the
laser structure.
Chapter four reports the use of flared waveguide devices to improve
p u lse

energy

performance

in

single-stripe

lasers

and

amplifiers.

Comparisons are made between uniform waveguide devices and devices with
waveguide flaring both in the absorber and in the gain segments.

By flaring

the waveguide to be wider in the gain segment of the laser than in the
absorber region, improvements in both pulse energy and pulsewidth are
obtained compared to the uniform waveguide device and the device with the
flared absorber.

A

flared M a ster Oscillator Power Amplifier (MOPA)

configuration is also demonstrated, independently optimizing the mode
locked laser oscillator from the power amplification stage.

USing this

approach, record average and peak powers and pulse energies have been
achieved, with pulse energies exceeding 100 pJ and peak powers of nearly 30

W being generated.
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Chapter 2

Suppression of Multiple Pulsing in
External Cavity Mode- Locked Lasers

2.1. Observations OfMultip1e Pulse Bursts From Mode-locked Lasers.
Ideally, a mode-locked laser emits a single pulse per repetition cycle,
the period of which is set by the overall roundtrip propagation time in the
laser cavity.

However, there are many reports of mode-locking where the

output consists of multiple pulse bursts per repetition cycle [ 1 -51.

Such

output typically consists of a series of decaying pulses separated by the
roundtrip propagation delay in the laser diode itself, as shown in Figure
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Figure 2.1. Multiple pulse output from a mode·locked semiconductor laser.
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2.1.

The trailing pulses can be quite large in amplitude, and have been
prevalent in nearly all external cavity

mode-locked lasers that emit pulses

about as short as one picosecond or less, examples of which are shown in
Figure 2.2.

Diode lasers actively mode-locked in an external cavity have

produced such multiple pulse bursts with individual pulses as short as 0.58 p s

[I} a t a 1 6 GHz repetition rate, but this behavior is unsuitable for most
applications.

Multiple pulsations in an external cavity mode-locked laser

result from weak reflections from the antireflection CAR) coated laser facet
that is used for coupling to an external cavity.

The use of monolithic

structures for mode-locking eliminates the source of multiple reflections and
short,

single-pulse outputs have been

demonstrated

[6,7J.

Saturable

absorbers have also been employed to suppress multiple pulse output in
passively mode-locked external cavity lasers [8}. In this chapter, the design of
actively mode-locked external cavity lasers to suppress multiple pulse
behavior will be considered.

This effort has resulted in the suppression of

multiple pulsations in such devices, resulting in short, narrow optical
bandwidth, single-pulse output.

2.2. Analysis Of1he Origin OfMultip1e Pulse Behavior In Mode-locked
lasers.

Numerical studies have revealed that large multiple pulsations in
external cavity actively mode-locked lasers occur because the reflected pulses
from the imperfect AR coating experience a large gain as the RF current pulse
used to drive the mode-locking continues after emission of the main pulse
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As shown in Figure 2.3, the primary pulse only partially depletes the carriers
through stimulated emission and the pump current injects additional carriers
causing the gain to rise after passage of this first pulse. This causes the carrier
density in the laser to remain above transparency as the pulse is partially
reflected back into the laser diode.

This small reflected pulse thus

experiences gain and grows over many round trips in the laser until a steady
state condition is reached due to gain saturation. This first trailing pulse may
seed a further pulsation if the pump current and subsequent gain recovery
continues after its passage. Depending on the duration of the electrical pump
pulses, gain may exist long enough for several reflections to be amplified.
Even though they are seeded by small reflections, the trailing pulses may
grow to be comparable in amplitude to the main pulse, their growth over
many round trips being limited by the gain recovery and saturation
processes. Schell et al. have done a similar analysis which verifies this origin
of large multiple pulsations [91. In addition, they show that strong multiple
pulsing occurs even for very low AR coating reflectivities, shown in Figure 2.4.
Antireflection-coated facet reflectivities as low as R

-

10-5 may be necessary

to eliminate the AR coating as the source of multiple pulsations. This is a very
difficult value to achieve experimentally, so it is impractical to pursue this
approach to eliminate multiple pulses. The analysis of Schell et aI. also shows
the influence of the injection current falltime on the amplification of trailing
pulses, also shown in Figure 2.4. This illustrates the importance of reducing
the falltime of the injection current to the laser compared to the roundtrip
delay between pulse reflections. The experiments and calculations presented
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Results of Scbell et aI.
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from References 1 and 9 are based on a laser diode cleaved length of 250 11m,
pumped by a 1 6 GHz sinusoid, resulting a reflected pulse spacing of 7 ps and
a pump current duration of roughly 20 ps FWHM. These parameters fall well
within the regime where multiple pulses are expected.

11lis analysis suggests

that multiple pulse behavior will be suppressed if the time delay between
reflected pulses is made larger than the drive puise ful1time

This may b e

implemented by the use of fast electrical pulses to drive the mode-locking
and also by

using longer laser diodes in the laser cavity.

A further refinement

is the use of multi-section lasers to optimize bias conditions and enhance the
falltime of the gain in the modulated section.

This is the approach that is

investigated in the experiments described in this chapter.

2.3. Multi-segment laser designs for improved mode-locking characteristics.
Multiple section lasers allow for

the separation and independent

optimization of the functions of DC gain and gain modulation in a single
device, as shown in Figure 2.5.
top

contacts of

The devices were fabricated by etching the

high-speed bulk active region

semi-insulating buried

heterostructure InP lasers into two sections: a 20-40 11m section for RF
modulation, and a longer dc biased section.

Because high-speed electrical

modulation was desired, device structures were employed with attention to
low parasitic capacitance.

Fe-doped [nP current blocking layers were used

for current confinement without incurring the capacitance that reverse
biased junction blocking layers add.

In addition, polyimide filling was used

under bondpad metal to reduce the capacitance from the p-side contacts
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Figure 2.5. A typical segmented laser used in the external cavity mode-locking experiments.

[10].

Electrical isolation between sections of typically hundreds of ohms

was

achieved by etching away the p+ contact layer between breaks in the ohmic
contact, which were made

10 Jlm wide.

There are many advantages to the segmented contact laser design for
mode-locked lasers.

The longer DC gain segment of the laser is used t o

provide the gain required to reach lasing threshold.

Because the short

modulator section is not relied upon to supply DC gain it may be left at zero
bias or even reversed biased, resulting in very high modulation depth in this
section of the laser. The modulation index that is achieved in such a segment
for a given amplitude electrical modulation is thus much greater than in a
conventional laser in which the entire device must be modulated with a
superimposed forward DC bias. The efficiency of gain modulation in a short
zero or reverse-biased segment is also enhanced because of the differential
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gain (or loss) is greater at low carrier densities. To be discussed further in
Chapter 4, this effect also makes it possible for such an absorbing section to
function as a saturable absorber that has a lower saturation energy than in the
gain segment, fulfilling the requirements for stable passive mode-locking [ 1 11.
The high gain modulation index in the modulator segment is very beneficial
for generating short pulses with 100% modulation.
Reverse biasing of the laser modulator segment also has other
advantages.

Such a

segment behaves essentially as a

waveguide

photodetector, with the reverse bias serving to create electric field in the
active region which aids the removal of carriers. The absorption recovery in
such a segment can be very fast, less than 10 ps, as measured by Karin et

aI.

[12], using pump-probe techniques with a femtosecond laser. In an actively

mode-locked laser, this characteristic of fast field-aided recovery allows the
gain modulation to fall quickly, presuming the use of a current modulation
waveform with a fast falltime.

This effect is of great importance for

suppression of the multiple pulse phenomenon.
2.4. Demonstration of multiple pu1se suppression by increased device

Jengt:m.

Figure 2.6 shows the configuration used for these experiments. Two
segment lasers are coupled to an external cavity, with the laser diode oriented
such that the DC gain segment faces the external cavity.

The facet is

antireflection coated, and a GRlNROD lens is used to collect the output into a
5 cm external cavity. This arrangement maximizes the delay of the pulses
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Figure 2.6. Diagram of actively mode-locked two segment external cavity laser experiment
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coating arriving to

Experiments were performed using both

an

the modulator segment.

830 lines/mm grating and a 100%

bias -lower intracavity beam onto the external cavity mirror, as this allows for
a greater degree of angular misalignment of this mirror and therefore a cavity
that has greater stability against mechanical fluctuations.
It was found in [IJ that short pulses were obtained only for high
modulation rates because short RF pulses are necessary in shaping short
optical pulses. To achieve a similar effect at lower repetition rates, a step
recovery diode (SRD) comb generator is used. Pulses of 29 ps duration and 7
V amplitude from the comb generator were measured using a 40 GHz
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sampling oscilloscope, as shown in Figure 2.7. As the SRD module generates
negative-polarity pulses, a coaxial pulse inverter was used which broadened
the pulses to 33 ps.
To study the effect of cleaved device lengths on mUltiple pulse
suppression, the broadband dielectric mirror was placed in the cavity. Lasers
of 430 and 990 11m lengths were cleaved from the same section of processed
material, and AR coated in consecutive coating sessions. Spectral analysis of
the amplified spontaneous emission CASE) from these devices indicate that

3
the coatings have reflectivities of between 5xlO-4 and lxlO- , which has been
shown [1 ,9] to be more than sufficient to cause multiple pulsation effects.
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The autocorrelations of the pulse output of these two lasers are shown in
Figure 2.8. The 430 !lm diode, operated with a DC current of 40 rnA and RF
electrode reverse bias of 1.0 V and modulation from the SRD, exhibits severe
multiple pulsation effects as the round trip delay in this device is only 10 ps.
The amplitude of the primary pulse is only 1 . 7 times the amplitude of the first
trailing pulse. Two more trailing pulses are also distinctly visible. In contrast,
the 990 !lm diode, with a round trip delay of 22 ps, exhibits almost no trailing
pulsations at all. A reflected pulse at this delay is just barely discernible, being

50 times smaller than the primary pulse. The bias conditions in this case
were 70 rnA DC current and 1 . 6 V reverse bias on the RF electrode.
These results show very dramatically the effectiveness of using laser
diodes of sufficient length such that the AR facet-reflected pulses are delayed
in arriving to the modulator segment until the gain modulation has been shut
off.

Multiple pulsing observed from a device of 430 !lm length is nearly

completely suppressed in an otherwise similar device by more than doubling
the length to 990 !lm, changing the delay of reflected pulses from 10 ps to 22
ps.

The pulsewidths in both cases were nearly identical, about 2.0 ps,

assuming hyperbolic secant squared pulseshapes.

2.5.

Effect of lUUs.e bias tuning of the laser gain modllJatot".

Another effect of the reverse bias on the RF modulated section of the
laser is the shortening of the current pulses to the laser, as shown in Figure

2.9. As the reverse bias is increased, only the peak of the RF signal forward
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biases the laser, resulting in a shorter but lower amplirude current pulse.
Thus, the laser pulsewidth will be shortest for a particular value of reverse
bias -lower values resulting in longer current pulses, and higher values
resulting in too little peak current for good pulse shaping characteristics.
This characteristic is shown for one particular device in Figure 2 . 10.
By optimizing the

RF

electrode reverse bias and external cavity length

runing, pulses as short as 2.1 ps autocorrelation width were obtained without
multiple pulsations, shown in Figure 2. 1 1 . These results were obtained on a
device of 600 �m cleaved length, operated with 70 rnA DC bias current and
1.0 V reverse bias on the modulated electrode. The autocorrelation shape is
in reasonable agreement with that of hyperbolic secant squared pulses, which

corresponds to 1 . 4 ps pulsewidth. The optical spectral width measured was
be 1 . 9

nm,

resulting in a time-bandwidth product of 0.47, indicating that the

pulses have very little chirp.

The average power was about 1 mW,

corresponding to peak powers of over 200 mW.
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2.5.

Generation oftransfurm-Iimited pulses using an external cavity gt'ating.

The use of external cavity feedback allows the use of a diffraction
grating reflector as a bandwidth tuning and filtering element. The bandwidth
of the grating feedback to the laser decreases as the illuminated spot size on
the grating is increased, which may be done by the selection of the intracavity
lens. The GRINROD lens used in the cavity (NSG PCH type), when adjusted
for a collimated (not converging nor diverging) beam, illuminates a spot on
the grating of approximately 2

mm

diameter. With the grating installed in the

external cavity in place of the dielectric mirror, pulses of 1 1. 5 ps duration
were obtained for a bias level of 120 rnA in the DC gain section and -2.5 V
reverse bias on the modulated section, with over 1 mW of average output
power. The autocorrelation and optical spectrum of these pulses is shown in
Figure 2.12. The optical bandwidth of these pulses is only 0.22

nm,

resulting

in a time-bandwidth product (TBP) of 0.30. The pulse shape is a excellent fit
to a hyperbolic secant squared pulseshape which has a theoretical TBP of
0.31, showing that the pulses are TBP-limited. In this case, the pulsewidth is
entirely limited by the grating bandwidth. Such a source employing a 1.55
Ilm- emitting laser would be an excellent soliton source, which requires
unchirped hyperbolic secant squared pulses.
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2.6. TlmingJitter Of The Two Section External Cavity Actively Mode·locked
�.

For many applications, pulse-to-pulse timing fluctuations are as
important as the pulsewidth itself for good time resolution. It is therefore
important to determine whether the designs leading to multiple pulse
suppression in actively mode-locked external cavity lasers also result in a
degradation of timing jitter performance.

Single-section actively mode

locked external cavity lasers have been measured to have rms timing jitter as
low as 170 fs , dominated by the jitter in the electrical oscillator driving the
mode-locking [131.
Timing jitter was measured using a high-speed p-i-n photodetector and
a microwave spectrum analyzer (HP71400). The mode-locked pulse stream is
displayed in the frequency domain and is visible as a series of spectral peaks
at the repetition rate frequency and its harmonics.

The purpose of this

measurement is to determine LCD, the noise sideband level as a function o f
offset frequency from the carrier o r its harmOniCs, normalized t o a 1 H z
bandwid�h.

L(O contains information about both amplitude and phase

fluctuations in the pulse stream.

However, the phase noise contribution to

LCD in dB rises as 20 log n (where n is the harmonic number), while amplitude
noise rises as 10 log n. Therefore, noise sidebands at high harmonics are
mostly phase noise in nature. The phase noise may be isolated by taking the
measurement of LCD at a sufficiently high harmonic number so that the phase
noise contribution is dominant over that from the amplitude noise.
L(O is integrated to obtain the overall rms timing jitter. This value o f
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timing j itter accounts only for noise contributions within the frequency limits
of integration. The integration to be performed is [14]:

I
<J
rms = 21t O fmod

�ifhigh

L(t)

df

2.1

N
'lOW

where <Jrms is the rms timing jitter, n the harmonic number, fmod the pulse
repetition rate, and flow and fhigh are the offset frequency limits of
integration over which the noise is accounted.
For the measurements to be as accurate as possible, the local
oscillator of the spectrum analyzer was used as the frequency reference for
the synthesizer (HP 8340) used to drive the laser. Because the noise figure of
the spectrum analyzer is relatively poor (>20 dB), a low noise preamplifier is
used to amplify the signal from the photo detector before it is connected to
the input of the spectrum analyzer.
Figure 2 . 1 3. shows the measurement of L(f) from the laser used to
obtain the output shown in Figure 2.8.

When the noise is due to phase

fluctuations, the noise level between the fundamental and the 4th harmonic
will rise by 1 2 dB and an additional 3.5 dB at the 6th harmonic, close to what
is observed in the measurement.

Integrating at the 6th harmOniC, the rms

jitter is 410 fs 050 Hz -500 MHz). This is excellent performance compared
to other types of mode-locked lasers, and has a significant contribution from
the jitter of the synthesizer itself, which was measured to be 1 32 fs rms (5

40

GHz, 1 50 Hz -5 MHz).

2.7. Summary'.
Multiple pulsation effects in external cavity mode-locked lasers are due
to imperfections in the AR coating used in coupling laser diodes to external
cavities. Reflections from this coating can result in multiple pulse bursts if the
gain modulation falltime is longer than the delay between reflections.

It is

demonstrated that this is very effectively suppressed by designing the laser
so that the time delay between such reflected pulses is made longer than the
drive pulse falltime. This is done by using longer cleaved device lengths, fast
electrical drive pulses, and multi-segmented lasers with reverse-biased
modulators.
At the date this work was published, these were the shortest single
pulses directly generated from an actively mode-locked external cavity
semiconductor laser. With the incorporation of a grating filter in the external
cavity, time-bandwidth limited pulses are obtained, fulfilling the requirements
for a soliton source. Because actively mode-locked external cavity lasers offer
the advantages of widely tunable repetition rates, synchronization with
external timing signals, and low levels of pulse-to-pulse timing jitter, such
devices are an attractive source for many applications that require fast optical
pulses.
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Chapter 3

Mode- Locked Diode Laser Arrays
3.1. Arrayed Diode I.a.sers For IHgh-Power Applications
Much research has been devoted towards arraying diode lasers to emit
high output powers into a diffraction-limited beam. Such a source would b e
attractive for applications such as free space communication, laser radars, and
optical harmonic generation.

Some initial attempts at developing such a

source involved fabrication of multiple fundamental mode waveguides in
close proximity on the wafer [ 1 ,21. This approach relies on evanescent fields
for coupling between adjacent waveguides. Diffraction-limited output results
when this coupling results in coherence between all the emitters.

An

unfortunate feature of these designs is the strong tendency to lase in the so
called "out-of-phase" mode at higher powers, a condition where each array
element is 1800 phase shifted with respect to its neighbors. This results in a
multi-lobed emission pattern, as shown in the analysis of Butler et al. [31,
shown in Figure 3 . 1 .

The out-of-phase mode tendency exists because it

results in nulls in the near-field between the emitters, which minimizes the
loss in these regions. Figure 3.2. shows two experimental examples [4,51 of
far-field emission patterns from laser arrays that exhibit the out-of-phase
mode Signature.
The poorly-behaved emission patterns characteristic of evanescently
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coupled arrays have impeded efforts to mode-lock such devices.

Fiber

nonlinearities were employed to produce bursts of multiple subpicosecond
pulses from such an array [6].

The complex radiation patterns make it

difficult to couple the arrays to external .cavities with high efficiency. This is
evident in the measurements of L-J curves with and without external cavity
feedback, where the weak feedback causes only a marginal fractional
reduction of lasing threshold. Figure 3.3. shows some published examples of
such L-J curves [7-91. Reference 9 describes one of the more exotic external
cavity designs which involves the use of a phase conjugate mirror (PCM),
which in theory should cause ideal reciprocal imaging of the optical field in
the external cavity back into the array.

Unfortunately, the PCM provides a

power reflectivity of only about 15%, and its use therefore provided only a
marginal improvement in external cavity feedback. This is in contrast to the
case of single-emitter external cavity lasers, where, with AR coatings,
threshold shifts on the order of a factor of two due to external cavity coupling
are not uncommon.
Mode-locking of an array without an external cayity has also been
demonstrated [ 1 01.

The array used in Reference 10 was passively mode

locked by ion implantation of a facet, forming a center of saturable
absorption.

The device length was 1000 11m, resulting in a pulse repetition

rate of 40 GHz. High average (400 mW) and peak power (2W) was generated
from this device. However, most applications will require lower repetition
rates and single-lobed beam emission patterns.
More recently, antiguide array designs have demonstrated in-phase
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(single main-lobed) diffraction-limited operation at total output powers of up
to 2 . 1 W [I I ].

Contrary to conventional laser waveguide designs, antiguide

arrays have a lower refractive index in the regions of optical gain relative to
the interelement regions. This causes very strong optical coupling between
array elements. In addition, the interelement spacing and lateral index profile
may be designed such that, at the lasing wavelength, this lateral coupling is
resonant.

This is the basis of the so-called Resonant Optical Waveguide

(ROW) array laser, first investigated extensively by Botez et al. at TRW [1 1J.
The light vs. current and far-field pattern characteristics of such a ROW array
are shown in Figure 3.4. The stable, Single-lobed emission patterns from such
devices make them good candidates for high power semiconductor laser
mode-locking in external cavities. Therefore, a collaboration was arranged
with Botez et al. at TRW to investigate mode-locking of ROW arrays. In this
chapter, the first mode-locked operation of such devices is described, with
external cavity coupling efficiencies comparable to that typically obtained
using single-element lasers. Mode-locking without multiple pulsations using
multi-segment structures

is

achieved with

increased output

power

proportional to the number of array elements.

3.2- Pulse energy output power limitation ofmode-Jocked lasers.
A Single-mode semiconductor laser is typically able to deliver C W
output powers of about 50 mW or more before catastrophic damage occurs.
In AlGaAs lasers, this may be due to facet destruction at high photon
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densities due to surface recombination, subsequently leading to a runaway
process of absorption, heating, bandgap shrinkage, and increased absorption
[12].

The threshold power densiry for such damage in InGaAsP lasers is

approximately an order of magnitude higher [ 1 31. The maximum operating
power of a laser is also limited by heating, the turn-on of parasitic leakage
paths, or the failure of other rypes of current-blocking structures. However,
the maximum output power that is obtained under mode-locked conditions
is even lower, rypically a couple of milliwatts, which is a problem for many
applications where higher power is required.
The main reason that the average mode-locked output power from a
semiconductor laser is so much lower than the cw limit is the limitation on
pulse energy.

Pulse formation in a mode-locked laser balances competing

pulsewidth broadening and shortening processes. The amplification of large
pulses induces changes in

carrier densiry and gain saturation pulse

broadening, which also leads to self-phase modulation (SPM) due to the
coupling between carrier densiry and refractive index in the semiconductor.
SPM broadens the optical bandwidth of the pulses, which results in additional
pulse broadening due to group velociry dispersion (GVD) of the amplifier
gain [14].

Gain saturation and SPM-induced pulse broadening increases

rapidly at energies approaching the saturation energy,

Esat

=

hv A
r
,

dgldn

3.1.
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where hv is the photon energy, A the active region cross-sectional area, r the
confinement factor, and dg/dn is the differential gain.

The broadening

overwhelms the pulse shortening that is provided by the saturable absorber,
and prevents mode-locked operation at higher pulse energies. This process
is illustrated in Figure 3 . 5 . which shows the calculated pulse shaping
contributions in propagation through a gain-saturable absorber cascade.
(Details regarding the calculation itself are given in Chapter 4.) Mode-locking
is feasible only in the regime where there is net pulsewidth shaping < 1. For a

amplifier saturable
absorber
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.1

single stripe laser with a mode cross-section of 6

•

10 -13 m 2 and dg/dn of 4

•

10-20 m 2 , Esat is about 4 p], which, assuming output coupling of 0.3, a
repetition rate of 1 GHz and a lens collection efficiency of 0.6, results in
average output power of only 0.7 mW.

an

Arrays have the advantage of

increased pulse energies because the saturation energy, being proportional to
A, can be made relatively large for an arrayed gain region. If an array of 20
such emitters is used, the saturation energy would scale by this factor,
resulting in an E sat of approximately 80 pJ.
The saturation energy limits the pulse energies that can be generated
from a passively mode-locked laser. Actively mode-locked lasers rely on gain
modulation for pulse formation and thus are not as subject to the same
saturation energy limitation. In addition to potentially higher pulse energies,
actively mode-locked lasers also provide the advantage of synchronizing the
output to

an

external signal. Gain modulation functions as a pulse formation

mechanism even at high pulse energies with severe gain saturation and SPM
induced pulse broadening.

However, it is more difficult to generate very

short pulses using this technique because the pulse shortening factor
decreases as the optical pulsewidth becomes shorter than the gain
modulation pulsewidth, and also because it requires the use of high-speed
electrical modulation and laser structures with minimized electrical parasitics.
The pulsewidth shaping factor provided by saturable absorption is relatively
independent of pulsewidth and remains effective when the pulses become
very short.

For this reason, in hybridly mode-locked lasers, the dominant
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pulse shaping element is often the saturable absorber. The saturation energy
therefore also limits the energies of the short pulses generated from hybridly
mode-locked lasers, but such lasers offer the advantages of both the
pulsewidth performance provided by

saturable absorption and o f

synchronized pulse output due to active gain modulation.

3.3. Segmented ROW Array Devices
As described in Chapter 2, the use of segmented lasers for external
cavity mode-locking has been demonstrated to result in improved
performance and operational flexibility. Multi-segment lasers allow for the
separation of the functions of DC gain, gain modulation, and saturable
absorption within a single device.

This results in shorter pulses and

suppression of the secondary pulsations seeded by reflections from the A R
coated facet at the interface between the laser and the external cavity. To
apply these principles with arrayed lasers, 2-segment ROW devices were
fabricated by etching the p-contact layer and metallization to result in lasers
with electrically isolated absorbing sections of 25 and 50 11m lengths at the
output facet, with the balance of the device used as a DC gain segment. The
lasers were 1 000 11m long overall, and the electrical isolation between
segments was typically 70

n.

To allow separate contacting of the device

segments in the p-side down mounting configuration, an electrically insulating
diamond heat spreader is used between the laser and the copper heatsink,
shown in Figure 3.6.

as

This 1000 11m square diamond heat spreader has a

patterned solder metallization to match the device's segmented contact
-
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Figure 3,6,

Packaging of a multisegment ROW laser array mounted p-side down on a patterned
diamond heatsink,

design, and allows for sufficient overhang for bondwire attachment to
adjacent transmission lines,

The diamond heatsinks were fabricated b y

evaporating a chrome adhesion layer under 5 �m of indium, and patterning
using photoresist as an etch mask This pattern is carefully designed to allow
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for some misalignment tolerance in mating with the laser die so that the
segments are not shorted together. The backside of the diamond heatsink is
also evaporated with indium solder, with care taken not to deposit onto the
side edges of the diamond so as to preserve electrical isolation between the
front and backsides.

The package is assembled by first attaching the

transmission lines using a AuSn solder (with a higher melting point than
indium), and then attaching the diamond and laser die in a separate reflow
Gold ribbon wires are attached to the indium solder using a heated

step.

bondwiring tool

(heated above

the

indium

melting

point),

thermocompression bonded to the adjacent transmission lines.

and

Wires are

also used to electrically connect the backside metal of the laser die to the
heatsink.

3.4 External cavity Petfonnance
The experiments employed ZO-element arrays with a lasing wavelength
of 850

run.

Half-wave AIZ03 coatings were evaporated onto both diode

facets to increase the catastrophic facet damage output power limit.

The

facet used to couple to the external cavity was then additionally antireflection
coated with a reactively sputtered anti-reflective quarter-wave SiNxOy layer
(index-1 .83). Such coatings reproducibly reduce laser facet reflectivities to
less than 0.1% [15].
The ROW arrays are coupled to an external air cavity using three intra
cavity lenses, as shown in Figure 3.7. An AR-coated GRlNROD lens is used at
the laser facet because of its high numerical aperture and collection
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mirror

cylindrical AR
lens
coating Lase

r

Figure 3.7. Scbematic of the ROW array external cavity mode-locked laser.

efficiency. The cylindrical lens is used to compensate for astigmatism that
was present in the laser emission. The beam is focused onto the external
cavity mirror using an achromatic doublet. This doublet is beneficial because
the non-circular beam profile fills most of the lens and would be subject to
the off-axis aberrations characteristic of a singlet lens, which are
compensated in an achromatic lens.
Figure 3.8. shows the light vs. current dependence of an array laser
with and without feedback from the external cavity. The external cavity
coupling reduces the threshold current from 570 to 330
the same as the threshold before AR-coating.

rnA,

which is about

This means that the cavity

coupling efficiency is approximately 30%. The output beam is collimated by
a GRINROD and cylindrical lens. The ROW array's external cavity coupling
compares well with what is typically achieved using single element lasers [16].
This illustrates that the well-behaved emission pattern from the ROW array

•
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design lends itself well to incorporation of arrayed lasers in external cavities.

3.5. Active Mode Locking
Active mode-locking was implemented by modulating the current at 1
GHz to a 500 �m ROW laser coupled to a 1 5 cm cavity to using a frequency
synthesizer and a 20 W RF amplifier through an impedance-matching stub
tuner. A high-speed (impulse response- 22 ps) GaAs PIN photodetector and
40 GHz oscilloscope and an autocorrelator are used to monitor the pulse

Figure 3.9. shows such an autocorrelation measurement. Pulses

output.

as

short as 2 3 ps have been generated, with slightly broader pulses being
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Figure 3.9.

Autocorrelation of pulses from actively mode-locked ROW array laser.
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obtained at higher output powers.

The maximum power of 5 1 mW was

limited due to the current capacity of the bias tee used. Taking into account
the external coupling of 30% and a lens collection efficiency of approximately

70%, this corresponds to a 242 pJ internal pulse energy 'vithin in the laser
itself, demonstrating that pulses of energy larger than Esat can be generated
using active gain modulation. Because this laser structure is not optimized for
high-speed modulation and also because of the effects of gain saturation and
SPM at these large pulse energies, the pulses are relatively long in duration.
To generate shorter pulses using this structure, it is necessary to employ a
saturable absorber to provide stronger pulse shaping.

3.6. Passive Mode-Locking
The multi-segment devices were coupled to an external cavity similar
to that described above of approximately 19 cm length, corresponding to a
repetition rate of 775 MHz.

Passive mode-locking was initiated by reverse

biasing (typically -0.5 to - 1 . 0Y) the short laser section and forward-biasing the
gain section above threshold.

Measurements on single-stripe devices have

shown that such short reverse-biased sections act as intra-waveguide saturable
absorbers with fast (-1 5 ps) recovery times and lower saturation energies
than the forward-biased gain segments due to

the sublinearity of the

differential gain vs. carrier density characteristic [17].

Essentially functioning

as a waveguide photo detector, such an absorber also provides a useful source
of

electrical signals that are synchronized with the pulse output of the
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Figure 3.1 0. Autocorrelation of pulses from passively mode-locked ROW array laser.

passively mode-locked laser. The absorber electrical output was amplified
and used to trigger the time base of the sampling oscilloscope, providing a
low-jitter measurement as in the actively mode-locked case where the
modulation source itself was used as the trigger signal. Such a measurement
results in pulsewidths of 2 3 ps, which is the impulse response of the
measurement system. Autocorrelation measurements show that the pulses
generated are of 9-10 ps autocorrelation width, corresponding to pulsewidths
of 6-7 ps using a deconvolution factor of 1 . 5 5 (appropriate for hyperbolic
secant squared pulses). Figure 3.10. shows the autocorrelation of the shortest
pulses measured, with an autocorrelation width of 8.6 ps corresponding to a
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pulsewidth of 5.6 ps. These pulses were obtained at an average power of 13.4
mW, corresponding to peak powers of over 3 W. The measurement also
shows good suppression of the trailing pulses that occur from reflections
from the AR coated laser facet.

A maximum pulse energy of 21.9 pJ is

obtained at 800 rnA gain bias current.

This corresponds to a 104 pJ pulse

energy in the laser itself, in reasonable agreement with the calculated value of
saturation energy.

This demonstrates the effectiveness of increasing the

saturation energy of the laser by increasing the mode cross-sectional area in
an arrayed structure.

3.7. Hybrid Mode-Locking
For certain applications it is necessary to synchronize the optical pulse
output with an external electrical signal. Hybrid mode-locking was therefore
investigated as a technique to combine the strong pulse-shortening effect of
the saturable absorber with external gain modulation. Electrical pulses were
injected into the gain segment of the laser along with the DC forward bias,
with the short absorber section reverse-biased as in the passively mode
locked case. When the modulation frequency was tuned to match the round
trip time of the laser, short pulses with characteristics similar to that of the
passively mode-locked case were generated, with pulsewidths less than 6.5 p s
as measured by autocorrelation.

This is due to the fact that the saturable

absorption is the dominant pulse-shaping mechanism in this configuration.
Figure 3 . 1 1 . shows the connection of the sampling oscilloscope for the
•

•
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Figure 3 . 1 1 . Oscilloscope connection for measurement of bybridly mode-locked ROW array laser.

measurement of pulses generated in this manner, with the time base
triggered by the rf modulation source.

With this connection of the time

base, timing jitter in the optical pulse stream will broaden the pulsewidths in
the sampling oscilloscope measurement.

As shown in Figure 3 . 1 2 , the

oscilloscope displays the pulsewidth to be 23 ps which again is the impulse
response limit of the oscilloscope and photo detector, indicating that the
pulses are short and have very low timing jitter with respect to the drive
signal.
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Figure 3.12. Sampling oscilloscope of pulses from bybridly mode-locked ROW array laser.

3.8. SIUDmary
The first active, passive, and hybrid mode-locking of ROW laser arrays has
been demonstrated.

The in-phase operation of such arrays results in well

behaved emission patterns that allow for coupling into external cavities with
high efficiencies comparable to those of single-stripe laser designs. Active
mode-locking of such lasers resulted in >50 pJ pulse energies that are not
limited by the gain saturation energy, but were relatively long in duration (22
pS), because of gain saturation pulse broadening and because high-speed gain
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modulation was not feasible. By utilizing multi-segment devices with a short
saturable absorber segment, passively mode-locked pulses as short as 5.6 p s
were generated without multiple pulsations. The maximum passively mode
locked pulse energy was 21.9 pJ with peak powers of over 3 W. This is about
the value of pulse energy one would expect, based on a scaling of the
saturation energy by the number of array elements, demonstrating that ROW
arrays are effective for increasing the output powers from mode-locked
semiconductor lasers with intra-waveguide saturable absorbers.

Hybrid

mode-locking resulted in pulse characteristics similar to that of the passively
mode-locked case, with the output synchronized to the external drive signal.
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Chapter 4

High- Power Mode- Locked
Flared Lasers and Amplifiers

4.1.

Flared Waveguide Users

and Amplifiers For mgh-power Applications.

Another approach to achieving high output powers in a diffraction·
limited beam is the use of broad-area semiconductor devices. Simple broad
area lasers typically lase in higher-order lateral modes, with unstable emission
patterns far in excess of diffraction-limited performance.

Techniques to

maintain a single lateral mode with broad-area structures include antiguide
arrays [ 1 ,21, unstable resonators [3,41, and external injection of broad-area
amplifiers [5].

In the latter approach, commonly referred to as a Master

Oscillator Power Amplifier (MOPA) configuration, control of the lateral mode
is determined by the profile of the injected beam. This approach requires
sufficient power from the input laser to saturate the amplifier and suppress
amplified spontaneous emission (ASE), on the order of 100's of mW [5],
which is beyond the normal capabilities of single-mode diode lasers. The
desire to use a diode laser input source has led to the development of flared
amplifier structures [6,71. Flared amplifiers operate with high small-Signal gain
because of minimized parasitic gain depletion from ASE noise, particularly at
the narrow input end of the amplifier. By expanding the gain cross-section
area along the length of the amplifier, as the amplified power grows, a more
uniform power density and degree of gain saturation is maintained
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'.

throughout the amplifier [81.
Flared amplifiers have also been used to construct high power
diffraction limited lasers with as much as 4.2 W output power [41. The flared
waveguide expands the optical mode from a narrow region which ensures
fundamental lateral optical mode operation, to a wide multimode region for
higher power at the output facet. However, the advantage of the MOPA
configuration over this simpler approach is that single frequency and/or high
modulation bandwidth sources may be used for injection and amplification,
characteristics that are probably not so easily achieved in a flared broad-area
laser itself.
Flared broad-area amplifiers operate with sufficient gain to enable the
use of diode lasers as input sources.

2W CW output power has been

demonstrated using diode laser injection in both discrete element [9] and
monolithically integrated [10] MOPA configurations. A small-signal gain of
1000 was measured from the discrete amplifier in Reference 6, with 25 m W

injection power used to saturate the amplifier at the highest output powers
obtained.

Because of the possibility of saturating such amplifiers using

injection sources of relatively modest power, it becomes feasible to
construct a MOPA using a mode-locked laser as the master oscillator.

In

collaboration with Spectra Diode Laboratories (SDL), where much of the
work on flared broad-area amplifiers has been done, such experiments have
been conducted here at UCSB using amplifiers fabricated at SDL. To achieve
the injection powers necessary to saturate the amplifier, a flared waveguide
device design is employed also in the mode-locked master oscillator used in
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these experiments. This has resulted in the first mode-locked operation of a
flared amplifier MOPA, resulting in record high average powers and pulse
energies from an all-semiconductor source. In this chapter, the mode-locked
pulsed characteristics of both flared amplifiers and flared lasers are presented
along with an analysis of these structures, using an extension of the numerical
model developed by Helkey et al. [ 1 1] to study pulse propagation in laser
amplifiers, which has been modified for application to flared waveguide
device designs.

4_2_ Modeling of Pulse Propagation in laser Amplifiers.
Because the optical pulses generated in mode-locked lasers are
typically short compared to the transit time through the devices, the usual
spatially-averaged rate equations for the carrier and photon populations are
inappropriate for this problem.

The usual method for dealing with this

analysis is to model the device as many short segments, also accounting
separately for the forward and reverse propagating photon densities [12].
The spatial and temporal resolution of the variation in photon and carrier
densities is determined by the length and transit time in the segments used
for the calculation. Helkey et al. [II] greatly improved the computational
efficiency of the calculation by using an exponential basis function to model
the gain in each segment, as opposed to the linear relation that had been
previously used. Because this models the gain in each device segment much
more accurately, and also because the spatial variation of the carrier density is
slow compared to that of the photon density, an amplifier may be modeled
72

with fewer gain segments, each separated by free space segments which do
not require computation. A fine segment spacing is used as necessary for
resolution of the spatial variation in the optical field, but computation of the
carrier density is done only in the few gain segments.
Agrawal and Olsson ( 1 3) have derived parametrized rate equations that
are particularly useful for the analysis of semiconductor laser amplifiers.
Their parametrization allows the characterization of a gain segment in terms
of only the input pulse energy normalized to the saturation energy (as
introduced in Chapter 3) and also the unsaturated gain. These rate equations
are as follows:

Pout('t)

dh(-c)
d-c
Esat

=

=

Pin(-C)

exp[h(-c)]

Pin(-C)
E sat

[exp[h(-c)] - 1]

=

by A

['

dgldn

4.1.

where h is the logarithm of the exponential gain function ( G(-c) '" exp[h(-c)) ),
Pin is the input power, E sat is the saturation energy, hv is the photon energy,
A the active region cross-sectional area, [' the confinement factor, and dgldn
is the differential gain.

-c is the time

measured in the reference frame moving

with the optical pulse. Internal waveguide loss is neglected, which is valid if
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the gain is much higher than this loss. Gain recovery is also neglected in these
particular equations, which is valid when the optical pulsewidth is much
shorter than the carrier lifetime, which is almost always the case.
analytical solution for the instantaneous gain G(

G('t)

=

An

't) is [13J:

Go-" ���
-,-,
�
----=-'
G
o - (Go-l)exp(-Uin('t)IE,at)

4.2.

where U in is the energy input up to time

't, and GO is the unsaturated gain.

This forms the basis for the elegant logarithmic gain equation approximation
used by Helkey et al. [ l 1 J to estimate the changes in instantaneous gain for the
numerical analysis:

MI

=

log [G('t)] - log[Go] -log[Go - (Go - l )exp(-Uin!E,ad]
=

4.3 .

which estimates the gain well without having to explicitly compute higher
order derivatives.
As such, the model accounts for gain saturation due to carrier
depletion from stimulated emission during the amplification process, and
gain bandwidth limits, self-phase modulation, group velocity dispersion and
other effects are not included. When the model is iterated to obtain a steady-
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state solution for the pulsewidth, it is important to account for these other
temporal and spectral pulse shaping mechanisms.

4.3. Modeling of Saturable Absorbets.
This model applies well also to saturable absorbers, with the only
modification being a reduction of the saturation energy parameter by
Esatg ain
Esatabsorber

0' = ::;-'
=


0',

4.4

The saturation energy is typically lower in a saturable absorber segment
because it operates at a lower carrier density than in the gain. This causes the
differential gain (or loss) in the absorber to be higher due to the sublinearity
of the gain vs. carrier density characteristic. It has been shown theoretically
that the absorber must saturate at lower energies than in the gain for passive
mode-locking to take place [141. Higher ratios of
pulse shortening per pass in the absorber [15].

0'

also result in enhanced

This can be understood

intuitively by considering that pulse shortening in a saturable absorber occurs
because the pulse edges (or just the leading edge in the case of a slowly
recovering absorber) are attenuated more than the peak of the pulse. Better
shortening results when the difference in attenuation between the pulse
edges and pulse peak is greater, or equivalently, when the reduction of loss
per number of absorbed photons is higher. Of course, this occurs when the
differential gain is higher in the absorber, which leads to higher values of

I
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4.4. Accuracy in Modeling of Flared Amplifiers.
The parametrized rate equations of Agrawal and Olsson may be used to
model flared amplifier structures by the use of appropriately scaled
saruration energies in each gain segment.

The saruration energy, which is

proportional to the mode cross sectional area, increases with increasing
waveguide width.

The unsarurated gain heO) is left to be the same in the

segments, which is reasonable because the initial carrier densities are also
assumed to be the same.

Linear flares are the subject of analysis in this

chapter and are also of the type used in the experiments.

However, flares of

different shapes may also be analyzed with this model by adjusting the values
of saruration energies used in the gain segments.
Especially with large flarings, many gain segments may be required to
achieve a sufficiently accurate step-wise approximation to a continuously
flared strucrure. The ultimate determination of whether the segment spacing
is fine enough is made by repeating the calculation with more and more
segments until the solutions do not change.

The most stringent test

condition is that of strong gain saruration, where G OEin »

E sat'

Figure 4. 1 . shows the variation vs. the number of segments of the
solution for energy gain in

an

amplifier where the waveguide is flared to be 3

times wider at the output than at the input, which was the case for the flared
mode-locked lasers used in the experiments.

In this example, the

parameters used were GO- I OO, and E in - 1 .0Esat, causing strong gain
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Figure 4.1. Solution for flared amplifier saturated gain vs. number of segments used in calculation.
Amplifier flare ratio = 3, 00=100, Ein=I.OEsat. The results are normalized to
actual gain = 7.6003 .

saturation. As can be seen on the plot, 20 segments are required to achieve
an accuracy of 1% relative to the ultimate solution of 7.6003. Amplifiers with
larger flare ratios will require more gain segments to achieve accurate
solutions. A flare ratio of 32 was used for the broad-area amplifier tested in
the experiments.

Figure 4 . 2 . shows the results for simulating such

amplifier, with the same values of GO and E in as before.

an

In this case, 100

segments are necessary to achieve an accuracy of -1%. The actual energy gain
was 1 1.836, still well in the regime of strong saturation compared to GO
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although the final saturated gain (and pulse energy) is higher than in the
previous example.

4.5. Modeled Pu1se Shaping in Flared and Unifonn Mode-Locked lasers.
To gain intuition into the pulse formation process in a mode-locked
laser, it is helpful to first consider the case of unidirectional pulse propagation
through a laser gain and absorber segment.
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At higher pulse energies gain

saturation causes pulse broadening in the amplifier resulting from the pulse
edges being amplified more than the peak.

This process eventually

overwhelms the pulse sharpening that occurs from the saturable absorber
segment, preventing mod>locking

;It higher

pulse energies. In addition, the

net energy gain through the entire device must be sufficient to overcome the
other losses in coupling to an external cavity. Figure 4.3. shows the result

amplifier
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absorber
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Figure 4.3. Calculated unidirectional propagation througb a uniform laser gain and absorber segment
for varied input pulse energy nonnaJized to Esat the gain segment input GO =
130, Gabs = 0.04, and 0 = 3.
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for propagation through a uniform amplifier plotted vs. E iri Esat the
amplifier input. The parameters used are GO

-

130, an unsaturated absorber

transmission of 0.04, a (j of 3, and an input pulsewidth of 3 ps. At E in - E sat'
the net pulse shaping leads to overall pulse broadening thrcugh the device.
To study pulse shaping in flared amplifier-absorber structures it is
necessary to consider roundtrip propagation because the effect of the flare
on gain saturation is very different in the forward and reverse directions.
Figure 4.4. shows the case of roundtrip pulse propagation through a gain
absorber cascade with GO

3

17, an unsaturated transmission of 0.2, a

and an input pulsewidth of 3 ps.

(j

of 3,

The results are qUalitatively similar to the

previous example, as the device parameters have been adjusted to give
similar values of effective roundtrip unsaturated absorption and gain. The
calculation for a structure with a flare ratio of 3 with the same parameters for
direct comparison is shown in Figure 4.5. The important difference between
the flared and uniform device characteristics is that the net saturated gain for
the flared devices is much higher, and is peaked in better alignment with the
regime of 'optimal pulse shortening.

For example, for an energy gain

requirement of 10 (to compensate external cavity coupling and other losses),
the flared gain structure reaches this degree of saturation at nearly three times
higher pulse energy compared to the uniform device, and results in
enhanced values of maximum net pulse shaping due to reduced pulse
broadening contribution from the gain.
The flare in the amplifier could also be formed in the reverse
direction, such that the waveguide is wider towards the absorber. The mode
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increase, resulting in a degradation of

(J

by the flare factor. Figure 4.6. shows

the calculated characteristics of this configuration for a flare ratio of 3, with
the same parameters as in the previous example but with
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Go =

17, Gabs = 0.02, and a = I, with a flare ratio of 3 .

in the gain segment is much more severe with this flare geometry, and there
is a degradation in net pulse shortening due to reduced

cr.

This is the

opposite of the situation in the devices with the flare towards the gain
segment, where the effect of the flare is exploited to enhance
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cr,

resulting in

improved mode-locking characteristics.

4_6. Modeled Pulse Amplification in Highly Saturated Single Pass Amplifiers.
The power amplification stage in· a MOPA may be operated in a much
more highly saturated regime than in the mode-locked laser.

The pulse

broadening effects of gain saturation are much less of a problem in a single
pass post-amplification stage, as opposed to the mode-locked laser, where
pulse evolution occurs over many round trips.

A flared broad-area amplifier

is very effective for amplifying pulses to very high energies. Figure 4.7. shows
the calculations of pulse broadening and energy gain for an amplifier with a
flare ratio of 32 and a uniform amplifier, this time with GO

-

1000. This is the

value of unsaturated gain measured in Reference 6. The results are plotted vs.
the normalized output energy so the pulse energies being generated can b e
readily observed.

The pulse broadening in the flared amplifier is - 1 . 1 at

levels of high saturation, which will not generally be a problem for most
applications.

4.7.

Flared Waveguide Mode-Locked UIsers Wlth Increased Pulse Energy.

Experiments were performed on devices with both flared towards
gain and flared towards absorber configurations in comparison to uniform
waveguide devices.

The lasers were prepared using the impurity-induced

disordering process [ 1 61 , which allows the definition of non-uniform
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waveguide shapes. The active region consisted of three 8 nm lno. 2 Ga O . 8A s
quantum wells separated by 10 nm GaAs barriers, with AI0. 2 Ga O . 8As separate
confinement regions on a GaAs substrate. Diodes of 500 Jlm cleaved lengths
were used, with an active region width of 2 . 5 Jlm in the uniform waveguide
device. The flared devices have linear tapers from 2 . 5 Jlm to 7.5 Jlm over a
1 50 Jlm distance, for a flare ratio of 3. The long taper region was used to allow
for adiabatic mode expansion. Two-segment lasers were coupled to external
cavities using a lens and a high-reflectivity dielectric mirror, with an A R
coating on the facet coupled to the cavity as shown in Figure 4. 8 . Passively
mode-locked operation was initiated by reverse-biasing the short (-70Jlm)

(a) Uniform Waveguide
Igain

-Vabs

(b) Flared Absorber

(c) Flared Gain
-Vabs
Figwe 4.8. ExtemaJ cavity passively mode-locked multisectioo diode lasers with
(a) unifonn, (b) flared absolber, and (c) flared gaiu waveguides.
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absorber section while biasing the gain section above threshold. The pulses
are here again characterized by second harmonic autocorrelation.
The autocorrelation measurements of the pulses obtained are shown in
Figure 4.9. Pulses of 3 . 5 ps duration and l . 8 pJ pulse energy were measured
from the uniform waveguide laser.

The flared towards absorber devices

yielded higher pulse energies (4. 1 pJ), but with a degradation in pulsewidth

(4.2 ps) performance. The increase in pulse energy from the flared towards .
absorber laser compared to the uniform case is probably due to the shift of
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Figure 4.9. Autocorrelation�, pulse energies, and pulsewidths obtained from passively
mode·locked multisection lasers with (a) uniform, (b) flared absorber, and
(c) flared gain waveguides.
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the pulse shortening curve towards higher energy, as can be seen in Figure
4.6. The broader pulsewidths are also consistent with the overall degradation

in pulse shaping found in the calculation. As expected, the best performance
was achieved using the flared toward.s gain type devices, generating pulse
energies of 6.8 pJ and over 2 W peak power with a slight improvement in
pulsewidth (3.3 ps). This represents an improvement in pulse energy of 3.8
times, in rough agreement with the estimate resulting from the preceding
calculations based on this geometry.

Accounting for the output coupling

losses of about 3.5, this represents approximately 24 pJ internal pulse energy
within in the laser itself, or about 6 times E sat in a Single-mode amplifier
waveguide. These results demonstrate the effectiveness of flared amplifier
lasers in achieving higher powers and pulse energies without degrading
pulsewidth performance.

4.8. Generation ofVery mgh Energy Pulses Using the MOPA ConfiguratiOIL
The output of the flared waveguide mode-locked laser described
above is well-suited for use as an injection source for saturating a flared broad
area amplifier. A schematic diagram of the mode-locked MOPA is shown in
Figure 4.10. An external cavity two-section flared waveguide laser emitting at
940

run

is used as the master oscillator. The overall device length was 650 Jll11,

with an absorber section length of 70 �m and the balance of the device used
for gain. The use of a 6 cm length external cavity results in a mode-locked
pulse repetition rate of 2.5 GHz. The amplifier employs a strained InGaAs
single quantum well active region, and has a 4 �m wide single-mode input

I
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Figure 4.10. Diagram of the flared waveguide mode-locked MOPA laser.

waveguide which expands within the device to 1 30 �rn width at the output
facet, for a flare ratio of 32 as used in the simulations.

The amplifier is

mounted p-side down on a copper heatsink for CW operation, and both the
input and output facets of the amplifier are AR-coated. Two AR-coated lenses
are used to image the output of the master oscillator onto the input aperture
of the tapered amplifier, and an optical Faraday isolator is inserted between
the lenses to prevent back-emitted ASE from the amplifier from being
injected into the master oscillator. This isolator includes a half-wave plate at
the output for polarization matching to the amplifier. A GRINROD lens and
cylindrical lens are used to collimate the output of the amplifier with

an

estimated collection efficiency of approximately 70010. The cylindrical lens
compensates for astigmatism in the amplifier output that results because the
optical mode inside the amplifier expands laterally towards the output end via
diffraction, while the mode is guided in the transverse direction. An aperture
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is used to select out the main lobe of the amplifier emission pattern.
pulses are characterized both

The

by using a high-speed photodiode and

sampling oscilloscope, and by second harmonic autocorrelation.

Amplifier Gain Characteristics
The output power out of the amplifier as a function of input power
from the master oscillator is shown in Figure 4. 1 1 . The output power from
the amplifier is measured after the output collimating lenses and aperture and
the master oscillator power is measured between the two coupling lenses. By
operating the master oscillator CW and varying the input current, the
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Figure 4. 1 1 . Amplifier output power vs. input leveL CW and mode-locked.
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15

amplifier power gain is measured as a function of injected power.

The

amplifier was biased at a current of 2.0 A throughout all the measurements. A
clearly saturating output power characteristic above about 0.25 W output is
observed. The maximum CW power. obtained was 353 mW, corresponding
to total output power of over 0 . 5 W before the losses in the output
collimation optics. To properly calculate gain, peak power, and pulse energy,
it is necessary to account for the contribution of ASE in the measured output
power. At low injected signal levels, quenching of the ASE is minimal and it is
appropriate therefore to subtract the full value of ASE power measured with
no input signal (73 mW).

At higher signal levels, quenching of the ASE is

estimated by scaling the zero-input ASE power by the fractional reduction in
optical gain. This assumes approximately linear relationships between gain,
carrier density, and ASE power. The optical gain (including the lens coupling
losses), is approximately 82 at low injection levels, decreasing to 23 at the
maximum output power obtained, as shown in Figure 4. 12. The scaled value
of ASE noise power is subtracted from the total output power in calculating
the amplified output powers.
Measurements of the average power gain were also taken under mode
locked operation of the master oscillator.

Such operation caused no

discernible effect on the output beam divergence. By inserting a variable
attenuator at the input of the amplifier, measurements at different injection
levels were made. These are the circled data points in Figure 4.8. The close
match between the mode-locked and CW power gain indicates that the gain
recovery is sufficiently fast to recover between pulses, which in this case
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Figure 4.12. CW power gain from the broad-area flared amplifier vs. injected power.

were spaced by 0.4 nS (2.5 GHz repetition rate).

Mode- Locking Characteristics
Passive mode-locked operation of the master oscillator was achieved
by terminating the short absorbing section of the laser into a resistance of 30
n and forward-biasing the gain section of the device with a DC current of 90
mAo

This termination of the absorber is optimized for sufficiently fast

recovery of the absorption between pulses to insure stable mode-locking,
with lower values of impedance or operation under reverse bias resulting in
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. .

diminished output power due to excess unsaturated absorption.

These

conditions resulted in an average mode-locked output power of 9. 1 mW. The
autocorrelation measurement of

these

amplification is shown in Figure 4 . 1 3.

mode-locked

pulses

before

The pulses have an autocorrelation

FWHM of 5.6 ps, corresponding to a pulsewidth of 3.7 ps, assuming a sech 2
pulse shape.

Measurements of the optical spectra show that these pulses

have a bandwidth of 5. 8 nm. The resulting time-bandwidth product of 7.4 is
24 times the transform limit, indicating that these pulses are highly chirped.
Mode-locking of the master oscillator ceased when the back-emitted
ASE from the amplifier was injected into the laser. The injection of ASE from
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Figure 4.13. Autocorrelation of pulses injected into flared broad-area MOPA amplifier.
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�

the amplifier into the saturable absorption segment of the laser interferes
with the recovery of the absorption between pulses. This necessitates the
use of an isolator between the master oscillator and the amplifier.

An

iClportant implication of this phenome,non is that it may not be possible to
monolithically integrate a mode-locked master oscillator with the amplifier
unless an integrated isolator can be fabricated as well.

The pulse

characteristics after amplification were measured at various power levels b y
inserting a variable attenuator a t the input o f the amplifier.

The amplified

pulsewidths and optical spectral widths are plotted vs. output power in
Figure 4. 1 4. The tendency towards longer pulses and increased spectral width
at the higher powers is due to the increased effects of self-phase modulation
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in the amplifier at higher pulse energies. At low energy, the spectral width
also increases because of the relatively large ASE contribution. The amplified
spectral widths obtained are narrower than that of the input due to spectral
peaks in the gain, which were also observed in the ASE spectrum from the
amplifier. This may have been due to an external reflection causing feedback
into the amplifier.

Figure 4 . 1 5 shows the amplified pulse energy for varied

input power. The highest pulse energy measured was 1 1 8 p], corresponding
to an internal pulse energy in the amplifier of approximately 170 pJ. E sat the
output end of the amplifier, where the gain cross section area is the largest, is
approximately 1 20 pJ. This shows that it is feasible to generate pulses with
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Figure 4.15. Amplified pulse energy for varied input puwer to the broad area flared MOPA amplifier.
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energies higher than Esat in a single-pass post-amplification stage, operating
at higher levels of saturation than is normally practicable in the mode-locked
laser itself because of the pulse broadening at such high pulse energies. The
autocorrelation of the highest energy pulses obtained is shown in Figure 4.16.
The total average power in this case was 325 mW.

Subtracting the estimated

ASE contribution of 29 mW, this corresponds to a peak power of 28.1 W .
The amount o f pulse broadening after amplification (-1 . 1 4) is within the
range of values found from the calculations for this structure in Section 4.3.
Finally, it is worthwhile to note that although the amplified pulsed
output comprises 91% of the total output power (the rest being ASE noise),
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Figure 4.16. Autocorrelation of highest power amplified pulses.
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50

the modulation depth is 99.9% due to the very low duty cycle of the pulsed
output. The high powers obtainable from the mode-locked MOPA make it a
viable, all-semiconductor option for use as a replacement for much larger and
more costly mode-locked laser systems.

4.9_ Summary_
The computationally efficient partial integration model developed b y
Helkey [ 1 1 ) to analyze pulse propagation in lasers has been adapted using the
parametrized rate equations of Agrawal and Olsson ( 1 3) for application to
flared amplifier and laser structures. The calculations show that two-section
passively mode-locked lasers with amplifier flaring towards the gain section
operate with higher pulse energies and enhanced pulse shaping compared to
uniform waveguide laser structures.

The modeling of unidirectional

propagation in highly saturated amplifiers shows that a flared broad-area
amplifier is very effective for amplifying pulses to very high energies with
acceptable levels of single-pass pulse broadening.
Experiments were performed comparing uniform and flared mode
locked laser waveguide geometries. The results verify the conclusions drawn
from the model, with a 3.8 times enhancement in pulse energy and peak
power from the flared towards gain type device over the uniform waveguide
device, Simultaneously with an improvement in pulsewidth performance.
Peak powers of over 2 W are generated from the flared amplifier mode
locked laser, which currently is the highest peak power that has been
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obtained directly from single-stripe diode lasers. The flared mode-locked
laser was used as an injection source for a flared broad-area amplifier,
resulting in the first demonstration of a flared amplifier MOPA under mode
locked operation.

Rec,Jrd average and peak mode-locked output powers

without pulse compression were achieved, with pulse energies of 1 1 8 pJ and
peak output powers of 28. 1 W.

This is about two orders of magnitude

improvement over conventional mode-locked diode lasers.
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Chapter 5

Epilogue

5.1. Summary ofResu1ts.
Two major areas of deficiency regarding conventional mode-locked
semiconductor lasers have been addressed in this dissertation. The first is the
tendency for external cavity lasers to emit multiple pulse bursts p e r
repetition cycle.

For most applications, the effective system impulse

response from such an output is not the response to the stimulus of a single
pulse, but rather to the long decay envelope of the multiple trailing pulses.
The second general issue investigated forms the greater part of the
dissertation, namely that of improving on the relatively low power levels
generated from diode lasers under mode-locked operation.
This multiple pulse phenomenon originates from the finite residual
reflection from the antireflection coating that is used to couple the laser
diode to the external cavity. The multiple pulse phenomenon exists for even
very low values of reflectivity from this coating, and it is not a practical
approach to attempt to eliminate multiple pulsing by further reductions in
the coating reflectivity.

It is demonstrated that this effect is very effectively

suppressed in actively mode-locked lasers by designing the laser so that the
time delay between such reflected pulses is made longer than the drive pulse
fall time. This is done through the use of longer cleaved device lengths, fast
electrical drive pulses, and multi-segmented laser designs with reverse biased
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modulators.

By implementing these techniques, nearly transform-limited,

single pulses of 1 . 4 ps duration were generated from an actively mode-locked
external cavity laser. At the time the work was published, these were the
shortest single pulses gener<.ted from. an actively mode-locked external cavity
laser.

An external cavity laser suitable for use as a soliton source was also

demonstrated, employing a reflection grating in the external cavity to
generate clean hyperbolic secant squared pulses with time-bandwidth
products of 0.30.
Arrayed lasers were used to construct high power mode-locked lasers.
Anti-guide array structure devices are used because of their excellent far-field
characteristics, and it is demonstrated that such devices couple well to
external cavities with careful optical design, with coupling efficiencies
comparable to those obtained using conventional Single-element lasers.
Comparison was made between active, passive and hybrid mode-locking of
array lasers using multisegmented devices.

Active mode-locking of such

lasers resulted in >50 pJ pulse energies that are not limited by the gain
saturation energy, but were relatively long in duration (22 ps) because high
speed gain modulation was not feasible. By utilizing multi-segment devices
with a short saturable absorber segment, passively mode-locked pulses

as

short as 5.6 ps were generated without multiple pulsations. The maximum
passively mode-locked pulse energy was 2 1 . 9 pJ with peak powers of over 3

W.

This is about the value of pulse energy one would expect based on a

scaling of the

saturation energy by the

number

of array elements,

demonstrating that ROW arrays are effective for increasing the output powers
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from mode-locked semiconductor lasers with intra-waveguide saturable
absorbers.

Hybrid mode-locking resulted in pulse characteristics similar to

that of the passively mode-locked case, with the additional advantage of
having output synchronized to the external drive signal will very low timing
jitter. The hybrid mode-locked configuration therefore is preferred for most
applications, offering both the short pulse performance from saturable
absorption pulse shaping and synchronized, low jitter output.

The

characteristics of mode-locked ROW array lasers indicate a strong potential
for use in applications requiring high output powers.
Flared waveguide lasers and amplifiers were also investigated for
generation of high power pulses. Numerical and experimental comparisons
are made between uniform waveguide devices and devices with waveguide
flaring both in the absorber and in the gain segments.

By flaring the

waveguide to be wider in the gain segment of the laser than in the absorber
region, improvements in both pulse energy and pulsewidth are obtained
compared to the uniform waveguide device and the device with the flared
absorber.

Such a device was used as the injection source for a flared broad

area amplifier in the so-called master oscillator power amplifier (MOPA)
configuration.

This allows independent optimization of the mode-locked

laser oscillator from the power amplification stage. The power amplifier is of
a flared waveguide design, with a large saturation energy at the output end.
Because the external power amplification occurs in a single pass, the
amplifier may be operated in a more heavily saturated regime than in a mode
locked laser, where pulse evolution occurs over many round trips. Using the
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MOPA approach, record average and peak powers and pulse energies have
been achieved, with pulses being generated of energies exceeding 100 pJ and
peak powers of nearly 30 W.

5.2. Conclusions and Future Development.
With proper design, external cavity mode· locked lasers are capable of
generating clean single-pulse outputs.

External cavities also provide the

designer great flexibility for the selection of repetition rates and insertion o f
intra-cavity tuning and filtering elements.

The insertion of intra-cavity

dispersive elements may serve to counteract the effects of SPM and GVD in
the laser diode, so that gain bandwidth limited (-5 THz) output pulsewidths
(-100 fs) can be achieved directly from the laser cavity.

Such dispersion

compensation has been used outside the cavity to achieve pulsewidths of 200
fs [1]. As fabrication technologies improve, monolithically integrated mode
locked laser structures will be preferred for most applications over external
cavity lasers.

However, the external cavity laser is likely to remain

an

important vehicle, particularly for research, and its understanding and
continued evolution will serve to aid in the understanding and design of
monolithic structures.
The directions pursued for high-power mode-locked lasers mirror the
approaches that have been pursued in the development of high-power
diffraction-limited CW sources.

The arrayed laser approach has been

successful in increasing the pulse saturation energy in a lateral array mode
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with large cross sectional area. Flared waveguide lasers also expand the mode
area and saturation energy in the widened section of the devices, and this type
of laser also has the important advantage of increased gain-to-absorber
saturation energy ratio when the absorber is integrated in the singlc-mode
region of the device.

For this reason, and also because of the relative

difficulty in fabricating diffraction-limited laser arrays, the flared waveguide
laser approach at the present appears to be the more promising of the rwo
techniques. Such a laser is also well-suited to inject high-gain flared broad area
amplifiers, providing an additional order of magnitude increase in pulse
energy. This finally puts the mode-locked diode laser in the realm of large
benchtop laser systems such as dye lasers and solid-state lasers in terms of
average power and pulse energy. An important next step is to develop an
integrated mode-locked MOPA laser, with the most formidable challenge
perhaps being the need for optical isolation berween the oscillator and
amplifier sections of the device.
There are many important potential new applications for high power
mode-locked diode lasers. The high peak power pulses generated from the
mode-locked MOPA
generation.

laser are suitable for high-effiCiency harmonic

Recently, a mode-locked flared broad area laser was used to

generate frequency doubled blue light with nearly 10% efficiency [2].

A

mode-locked MOPA laser, using either a pulse compressor or a femtosecond
pulsewidth master oscillator, would generate pulses with 1 00's of Watts peak
power, and might be used to pump an optical parametric amplifier o r
oscillator. High power mode-locked semiconductor lasers may also serve
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as

convenient, relatively low-cost and reliable sources for

measurement

techniques such as electro-optic sampling [31, whose proliferation thus far has
been limited due to the requirement of a large and expensive mode-locked
laser system for the optical pulse stream. General' y speaking, the possibility
of using high-power mode-locked semiconductor laser sources (especially an
integrated mode-locked multi-Watt MOPA laser) to replace large benchtop
lasers such as dye and solid-state lasers is an extremely attractive and exciting
prospect.
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Appendix A

Reactively Sputtered Silicon Oxynitride For
Anti- Reflection Optical Coatings

Anti-reflection CAR) optical coatings have many important applications
for optoelectronic devices.

A semiconductor laser is used as an optical

amplifier by suppression of both facet reflectivities to prevent lasing
oscillation.

Single-facet A R

coatings are

used to

make high-power

superluminescent L ED's. Mode-locking of semiconductor lasers to generate
picosecond optical pulses is achieved by AR-coating a single facet and
coupling into an external cavity. Such external cavity lasers are also used to
obtain narrow optical linewidths and can be made wavelength-tunable.
Another important application is the AR-coating of photodetectors to
increase responsivity.
For good performance of external cavity lasers it is important that the
AR-coated facet reflectivity be reduced to below 0. 5%. The requirements for
optical amplifiers are more stringent, requiring reflectivities of less than 0.1 %
to achieve a large, spectrally flat gain without lasing.

Achieving such low

reflectivities requires precise adjustment of the optical refractive index and
film thickness. In addition, to preserve device performance, it is vital that the
deposition occurs at low temperature C<1 00· C).
Sputtered deposition offers the advantage of low temperature
compared to evaporation techniques. Therefore, reactive DC sputtering of a
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Figure A.!, Reflectivity of single-layer AR coating on Si, with center wavelength = 1300 nm.

silicon target in a mixture of argon, nitrogen, and oxygen is used to
reproducibly form high-quality silicon oxynitride AR films.

The particular

technique chosen allows the achievement of the optimal film index for single
layer AR films Cl.78- 1 . 87},but also is robust against process variability. The
coating reflectivities on silicon are measured to be <0.3% by use of a
spectrophotometer, as shown in Figure A. I . This measurement is limited by
the noise floor of the instrument.

A

more sensitive method is the

determination of the AR-coated facet reflectivities of a laser by measuring the
spectral modulation of its amplified spontaneous emission [Hakki and Paoli, ].
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of Appl. Phys., 44, 19731. as shown in Figure A.2.

Coating reflectivities of

<0.02% are measured using this technique. Reactive sputtering also allows a
wide variation of film index through adjustment of the reactive gas flowrates,
making possible the fabrication of wide-bandwidth multi-layer or graded
index AR coatings. Multi-layer high-reflectivity coatings of 98% reflectivity for
both surface-emitting and in-plane lasers have also been demonstrated.
Sensitive control of film thicknesses is accomplished through in situ
monitoring of the coating reflectivity.
Alternative techniques for achieving AR coatings of the appropriate
index involve either decreasing the index of silicon nitride (=2.0) b y
introducing excess nitrogen, or increasing the index of silicon dioxide (= 1 . 45)
by decreasing the amount of oxygen present.

Such approaches generally

produced less than satisfactory films, or suffered from process variability.
For example, silicon nitride targets can be RF sputtered in argon to produce
nitride films; the addition of excess nitrogen into the chamber will increase
the nitrogen content of the film and decrease the index. In practice however,
non-uniformities of the silicon nitride target causes reproducibility problems
with this technique. We have deposited nitrogen-rich silicon nitride by DC
sputtering a silicon target in argon with excess nitrogen, but poor film quality
results from this method because the excess nitrogen causes nitride to form
on the target itself, causing plasma arcing and particle generation into the
film.

Silicon dioxide can be deposited by sputtering silicon with argon and

oxygen; reducing the oxygen discharge results in silicon-rich (oxygen
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Figure A.3. Apparatus for in-situ monitoring of laser facet coating thickness.

deficient) coatings of higher index.

We have found, however, that the

resulting index is too sensitive to small variations in oxygen flow and
background gases to be reproducible. This is due to the large index variation
between silicon dioxide and silicon (=3.5).

Our present technique uses

flowrates similar to those employed to obtain stoichiometric silicon nitride,
but with oxygen introduced to lower the index to the optimum value. This
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technique overcomes the problem of sensitivity to oxygen flowrate
fluctuation because in this case the full variation of index is only between 2.0
(silicon nitride) and 1 .45 (silicon dioxide).
in situ

monitoring

of the coating reflectivity. The laser that is being coated is biased

in-situ using

The film thickness is controlled through the use of

low duty cycle pulses from a pulse generator.

A photodetector in the

chamber monitors the back facet output of the laser, and a preamplifier and
lock-in amplifier are used to monitor the intensity during deposition. The
coating is of optimally correct thickness when the back facet emission beam
intensity reaches a null for a given bias level, indicating maximized increase of
lasing threshold and highest facet loss.
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Appendix B

High-Speed, Low-Threshold I nGaAsP
Semi-I nsulating Buried Crescent Lasers

The development of reliable laser structures for high speed operation
at 1 . 3 fim wavelength continues to be of great interest for applications
involving fiber optic transmission operating at multigigabit data rates. To the
date of this work, the highest modulation bandwidths for inGaAsP lasers have
been demonstrated using a mesa structure [1]. Concerns over the reliability
of such a structure have motivated the development of high speed

laser

structures with greater reliability. The semi-insulating buried crescent (SIBC)
laser structure has been demonstrated to be capable of reliable high-power
operation over wide temperature ranges [2]. This appendix describes the
refinement of this laser structure for high speed operation and record
bandwidths for a planar structure at the time this work was done.
Fe-doped semi-insulating layers are used in the SIBC lasers, resulting in
low paraSitic capacitance and high resistivity current-confinement which is
essential for minimizing the rf and dc leakage currents bypassing the active
region. SIBC lasers employing such layers have been shown to be capable of
operation up to 100°C with 9 mW CW output power.

The bandwidth of

these lasers was limited by heating, which limits the maximum output power
and lowers the differential gain at high bias levels.
To achieve bandwidths in excess of 20 GHz, it is necessary to increase
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Figure B.!. Schematic of the SIDe laser structure.

the slope of resonance frequency vs. output power so that higher bandwidths
are achieved at lower bias currents.

This is accomplished by reducing the

active channel width to 1 Jlm, by p-doping the active layer, and by cleaving
cavity lengths as short as 100 Jlm.

In addition, the parasitic capacitance is

further reduced by limiting the p-contact width to 1 2 Jlffi, and by the use of a
thick polyimide layer under the bond pad metal, as shown in Figure B . 1 .
Lasers fabricated in this manner exhibited thresholds as low as 6 rnA ,
with maximum output powers of 1 5 mW per facet at 100 rnA bias current.
The total differential quantum efficiency was typically 45-55%. The parasitic
capacitance of these lasers at zero bias was measured to be 1 . 1- 1 . 3 pF using a
vector network analyzer. The series resistance was 6-9 n, resulting in RC
rolloff frequencies of up to 20 GHz.
The. small-signal modulation response was measured using a high
speed InGaAs photodetector and vector network analyzer. The lasers were
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Figure B .2. Modulation response at several different bias currents.

mounted p-side up on a copper heatsink and bonded to a 50 n microstrip
line using low-inductance Au ribbon wire. A Wiltron K-connector is used to
launch into the transmission line. The modulation response at several bias
currents is shown in Figure B.2. A maximum 3-dB bandwidth of 2 1 .7 GHz
(without correction for detector roUoff) is achieved at a CW bias current of 90
rnA . All the lasers with threshold currents less than 8 rnA had bandwidths in

excess of 1 8 GHz.

At the time this work was done, this was the highest

bandwidth demonstrated for InGaAsP lasers using a planar structure.
Measurements of the relative intensity noise in these devices were
made to determine the inherent bandwidth.

The K value, extracted as the

slope of the dependence of damping rate on the square of resonance
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frequency, varies from 0. 2 1 to 0. 2 6 ns at higher output powers. The K factor
characterizes the inherent damping limited bandwidth of a laser.

This

maximum damping limited bandwidth is [3J:

2,tY'2

-3d B - 1(

fmax

_

(B.1)

which is 34 GHz for the value of K measured in these devices. Based on the
slope of resonance frequency vs. the square root of output power in these
/2
lasers of 5.6 GHz/ mW1 , this bandwidth corresponds to

an

output power o f

37 mW. This is far greater than the actual maximum output power for these
lasers (- 1 5 mW).

Most lasers employing a bulk active region have a

modulation bandwidth lower

than

the

bandwidth projected

from

measurements of K. Typically, the maximum power output limit is reached
before the bandwidths become limited by damping effects.
The resonance frequency of a laser is often expressed as [5J

(B. 2 )

where g is the differential gain, S is the photon density and 't is the photon
p
lifetime. In InGaAsP lasers, the maximum resonance frequency obtained is
not typically limited by damage induced at high photon densities, but rather
by the maximum level of input current. The heating and leakage that occurs
at high injection levels reduces the differential gain and limits the maximum
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.

�.

output power of the laser. In light of these limitations, it is more appropriate
to write Equation B.2 in terms of the current [4]:

(B.3)

where where V is the active region volume, G the confinement factor, hi the
internal differential quantum effiCiency, I the input current, and I th the
threshold current. It has been shown that the maximum relaxation oscillation
frequency of a laser can be increased through the use of high reflectivity
mirrors [51. Note that Ith is the only term in Equation B.3 that is dependent
on facet reflectivity. The decrease in threshold current caused by higher facet
reflectivities results in higher obtainable values of (I-Ith) and therefore results
in increased resonance frequencies.

The use of reduced facet reflectivity

increases the threshold current of the laser and will reduce the maximum
resonance frequency, despite the reduction in the photon lifetime. Note that

i

I

this is not necessarily the case for GaAs lasers where optically-induced facet
damage is a limit. Lowering facet reflectivities reduces the internal photon
densities, thereby possibly increasing the obtainable values of (I-It h) for such
GaAs lasers.
Because the increase in resonance frequency for

higher facet

reflectivities occurs through reduction of Ith' a subtractive term, the most
significant bandwidth improvements are expected for values of input current
comparable to threshold.

The relative improvements in (I-It h) become

•

I
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smaller at higher current levels.

Therefore, large increases in the ultimate

maximum bandwidth are not to be expected in lasers that are current limited
only at levels that are many times the threshold current.
The mojulation responses of several lasers with high reflectivity facet
coatings were measured. Figure B . 3 shows the dependence of the square o f
resonance frequency vs. input current for a device with (a) no coatings, (b)
one facet uncoated, the other coated for 65% reflectivity, and (c) one facet

65% reflectivity, the other 85%. The threshold currents were 9.3, 8.6, and 6.2
rnA, respectively.

The sublinearity of the curves at higher biases is due to

heating and current leakage which cause sublinearity of the L-J curves at
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Figure B.3. Measured and calculated dependence of \be square of resonance frequency on input current
for different facet reflectivities. The curves were obtained using Equation B.5.
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higher current levels.
Higher resonance frequencies at bias levels below 30 rnA are obtained
for the lasers with high reflectivity coatings. The 3-dB bandwidth at 1 5 m A
bias current increased from 6 GHz for the uncoated laser to 7.5 GHz for the
laser with both facets high reflectivity coated. At higher bias levels, slightly
lowered resonance frequencies are obtained for the higher facet reflectivities.
This is due to damping which causes a lowering of the peak frequency from
the undamped resonance frequency.
Equation B . l is readily modified to reflect the lowering of peak
frequency due to damping by the substitution of g with a nonlinear gain,
glCl +ES) [61, where e is the nonlinear gain parameter. Thermal and leakage
effects can be explicitly represented by substituting temperature and voltage
dependent expressions for the differential gain and threshold current. Again
rewriting in terms of input current, we obtain
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(B 5)

where Ta is the ambient ' emperature, Y t the threshold voltage, Rth thermal
resistance, A the fractional reduction of differential gain vs. temperature, To
the characteristic temperature of the threshold current, V the applied voltage
to the laser, and V L (-2.7V) is the characteristic turn-on voltage of the leakage
current.

The dependence of resonance frequency obtained from Equation

B.5 is shown in Figure B.3, where good agreement with the data is observed
using e-2.4

x

10

-23

m

3 . This expression can be used to optimize the facet

reflectivity to maximize the bandwidth at a given operating current.
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